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Abstract
In this abstract, we show that a small extension to theMLscript
programming language gives a simple solution to the Ex-
pression Problem through precisely typed open recursion.
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1 The Expression Problem in MLscript
Consider the following motivating MLscript1 [7] example, a
minimal expression language that we will extend in several
directions. We start by declaring expression constructors:

class Lit(value: Int)

class Add(lhs , rhs)

Note that the parameter types of Add are unspecified. Their
ability to accept subexpressions of arbitrary types will be
crucial to the extensibility of our approach, as we shall see.

trait EvalBase {

eval: (Lit | Add('a, 'a) as 'a) → Int

fun eval(e) = if e is

Lit(n) then n

Add(lhs , rhs) then

this.eval(lhs) + this.eval(rhs) }

1MLscript is a new programming language currently being developed at
HKUST, available online at https://github.com/hkust-taco/mlscript/.
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Here we define an EvalBase trait with an instance-matching
method eval implementing expression evaluation. The type
form T as 'a (which has least precedence, so here T is Lit |

Add('a, 'a)) is a concise way of expressing recursive types;
in negative positions, it is equivalent to 'a where 'a <: T.
Now consider extending the code for pretty-printing:
trait PrettyBase {

print: (Lit | Add('a, 'a) as 'a) → Str

fun print(e) = if e is

Lit(n) then toString(n)

Add(lhs , rhs) then

this.print(lhs) ++ "+" ++ this.print(rhs) }

Next, consider another direction of code extension— defining
a new expression constructor Neg:

class Neg(expr)

We then extend EvalBase and PrettyBase correspondingly:
trait EvalDerived extends EvalBase {

override eval(e) =

if e is Neg(d) then 0 - this.eval(d)

else super.eval(e) }

trait PrettyDerived extends PrettyBase {

override print(e) =

if e is Neg(d) then

"-(" ++ this.print(d) ++ ")"

else super.print(e) }

The overriding methods eval and print implement eval-
uation and pretty-printing for negations, calling the base
implementation for other expression types. Finally, we try
to compose everything together:

val Lang = new EvalDerived with PrettyDerived

Thismay seem legitimate, but unfortunately it does not really
work! For example, while Lang.print(Neg(Lit (1))) type
checks, the following does not:

Lang.print(Add(Neg(Lit(1)), Lit (2)))

We get an error saying that print as declared in PrettyBase

expects an argument of type Lit | Add('a, 'a) but receives
Neg(Lit (1)) instead. This is because MLscript infers the
following insufficiently refined type for the overridden print

definition of PrettyDerived :
print: (Neg('b) | (Lit | Add('a,'a) as 'a) as 'b) → Str

Notice that the recursive type variable 'a only includes con-
structors Add and Lit. The refinement is only done on the
outermost level of expressions: it is a shallow refinement,
while we need a deep one. Indeed, MLscript has no way of
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knowing that the print implementation of PrettyBase uses
open recursion and actually handles Neg cases once its re-
cursive calls are overridden — the type annotation of eval

in EvalBase does not tell the full story!

2 Precise Typing of Open Recursion
We copy the syntax of method types with receivers from
Kotlin: type 𝐴.(𝐵) → 𝐶 denotes a function with receiver 𝐴
expecting𝐵 arguments and returning𝐶 . In Kotlin, this is used
for extension methods, but it means something different in
MLscript, where it reflects that in JavaScript, one can extract
methods from classes and pass the receiver explicitly:

class C { val x = 2; fun foo(y) = this.x + y }

mth = C.foo // we have mth: C.(Int) → Int

mth.call(new C, 3) // statically type checked

As we shall see, we can also use receiver types to refine the
type signatures of methods in the presence of open recursion.

2.1 Fixing The Motivating Example
We can now fix the motivating example of Section 1, which
only requires small changes in EvalBase and PrettyBase :
// In trait EvalBase:

eval: {eval: 'A → Int}.(Lit | Add('A, 'A)) → Int

// In trait PrettyBase:

print: {print: 'A → Str}.(Lit | Add('A, 'A)) → Str

These signatures refine the implicit this parameter to con-
tain an eval (or print) method accepting any argument of
type variable 'A, which corresponds to the type of subexpres-
sions found in the Add constructor. Crucially, the individual
eval method is not polymorphic in 'A — since 'A occurs
in the receiver part of the method signature, it is consid-
ered quantified at the class level, and not at the method level.
Class-level type variables can be understood as hidden type
parameters which get constrained implicitly, and they are
instantiated upon creation of objects.
By providing these signatures, we effectively open the

types of these recursive functions so that they can later be
refined in subclasses. Notice that these types are no longer
recursive! Indeed, the recursive types only reappear once
we tie the knots upon computing the final method types
associated with each class, as we shall explain next.

Ourmotivating example nowworks perfectly, even though
we did not change the definitions of the derived traits.

2.2 Type Checking Open Recursion
After type checking the contents of a class, the MLscript
compiler makes sure that its class-level type variables are
consistent with the receiver refinements used in the class —
otherwise it means the class cannot be instantiated and an
error should be reported. To do this, we simply make sure
that this can bemade a subtype of each receiver refinements.
In the case of EvalBase , this means constraining 'A such that
(Lit | Add('A, 'A)) → Int (the eval function type) be a

subtype of 'A→ Int (its receiver refinement), which results
in the constraint 'A <: Lit | Add('A, 'A), recovering the
original recursive type we had in Section 1.

To type check the print override in PrettyDerived , since
no explicit signature is provided, we first assign an infer-
ence type variable ?p to this.print . Moreover, we assign to
super.print the method type inherited from PrettyBase ,
i.e., (Lit | Add('A, 'A))→ Str, together with the constraint
this <: {print: 'A→ Str} from the corresponding receiver
refinement, reducing to ?p <: 'A→ Str. Taking all these to-
gether, the MLscript compiler infers the following principal
type for print (we omit the details):

print: 'A → Str where 'A <: Neg('A) | Lit | Add('A, 'A)

This is precisely the deeply refinedmethod type we needed to
type check the problematic example in the previous section.
Theoretically, MLscript could always infer receiver type

refinements, making the motivating example work without
any type annotations. We refrain from doing this and even
require that all overridden methods be given explicit type
signatures to mitigate the “fragile base class” problem — it
is better to ask programmers to explicitly specify at which
type a method is expected to be overridden, if any. Moreover,
inferring receiver refinements can be counter-productive, as
it may mask errors in methods definitions and report them
at call sites instead.

2.3 Going Further
Our technique generalizes well to other forms of precisely-
typed extensible programming. Consider an openly-recursive
normalization method that deeply reconstructs expression:
type Exp<E> = Lit | Add(E, E) | Sub(E, E) | Neg(E)

n: {n: 'A → 'B}.(Exp<'A>) → Exp<'B>

We can override this definition in a subclass to narrow down
the shape of the returned AST:
n: {n: 'A → 'B}.(Exp<'A>) → (Lit | Add('B, 'B) | Neg('B))

an implementation of which would look like:
override norm(e) = if super.norm(e) as ne is

Sub(l, r) then Add(l, Neg(r)) else ne

3 Related Work
There is a sea of work in extensible programming, based on
techniques such as polymorphic variants [3] in OCaml, re-
cursive modules [5] inML, and new programming paradigms
[1, 6] like Compositional Programming [8]. The polymorphic
variants solution [4] probably comes closest to our MLscript
technique. But in the former, open recursion is implemented
by passing an explicit parameter for the recursive call and
manually tying recursive knots at the end, which is verbose
and less natural. Moreover, polymorphic variants have many
limitations [2], that can be fixed by embracing “proper” im-
plicit subtyping as in MLscript [7]. In particular, we argue
that union types are simpler than row polymorphism, which
tries to imperfectly emulate subtyping through unification.
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